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Session Essential Questions:
• What are the attributes of student-accessible assessment tools?
• How might we use existing rubrics to craft additional support tools?
• How might we use these tools to grow learning in the short and long-term?
Resource Support:
White, K. (2017). Softening the Edges: Assessment Practices that Honor K-12
Teacher and Learners. Bloomington, IN: Solution Tree Press.
White, K. (2019). Unlocked: Assessment as the Key to Everyday Creativity in the
Classroom. Bloomington, IN: Solution Tree Press.
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Students Who Are Partners in Assessment
Understand learning goals:
– Have language to describe their learning (learning goals and success criteria)
– Have a clear idea of quality and not-so-quality work (exemplars, samples, coconstructed criteria)
– Take risks and understand the importance of mistakes
Engage in feedback and revision:
– Offer descriptive feedback to others
– Take action on descriptive feedback (maintain control over decisions)
– Revisit, reflect on, and revise their work
Self-assess and set goals:
– Self-reflect on what assessment tells them about their learning (connect
assessment to learning)
– Set short-term and long-term goals based on assessment information
– Make an action plan in partnership with teachers to achieve their goals and
improve –shared decision-making
– Share their work and plans to improve
Understand themselves as learners:
– Share their thoughts on what helps them learn and what gets in the way of their
learning
– Experience the ways in which the learning is relevant and challenging through
assessments, instructional activities, and practice
--adapted from the work of Dimich-Vagle (2015) and White (2019)
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Competency: Construct meaningful personal connections between self-text,
and world
Student Reflections

Teacher Feedback
You can clearly construct
connections and communicate your
ideas
 You can write, say or
represent your connections
clearly so they are
understood by others.
 You provide details and
examples to support your
connections
You can provide connections that
are personal and meaningful
 The connections are your
own; they mean something
to you
 The connections explain how
you related to the text in
your own way (what you
have seen; what you have
done; what you have felt;
what you believe)
You can connect a text to another
text
 The connections are
between a text you are
reading, viewing, or listening
to and another text
You can connect a text to yourself
 You connect a text you are
reading, viewing or listening
to, to a personal experience
you have had and things you
have felt
You can connect a text to the world
 You connect a text you are
reading, viewing or listening
to, to a things you have seen
or experienced in the world
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I commit to the following
goals in my next attempt
at making connections

I will make necessary
revisions by this date and
resubmit
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Monitoring Checklist
Competency: Use reasoning and logic to explore, analyze, and apply
mathematical ideas
You show evidence of looking at a math problem closely (annotating,
asking questions, identifying important parts, responding to all
aspects)
You use your own background knowledge (things you have already
learned; things you understand and have experienced) to explore a
problem
You use reasoning (theories and/or patterns) to think through your
approach to a problem – you think about the WHY of a problem
You use logical frameworks and acceptable math processes when
working through a problem; your solutions and responses make sense
You make connections between ideas and concepts in order to advance
your thinking and you explain this clearly
You take action and work through a problem, showing evidence of
thinking
You use math language and apply math concepts through your writing,
representations, and verbal explanations
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Monitoring Checklist
Competency: Work Collaboratively
We can identify a common goal
We can complete a task/ reach our goal
We can develop and show our thinking
We can propose viable ideas and help others feel comfortable sharing
their ideas
We can ask initiating, clarifying and consolidating questions
We can respectfully and authentically consider others’ suggestions
We can negotiate role, considering strengths and interests
We can adjust our plan as needed (show flexibility)
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Try This!

Synthesize ideas from a variety of sources to build understanding
Synthesize

Ideas

Variety of Sources

Build understanding
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